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Strengthening the railway system is among the top priorities of the long-term trans-
port agendas issued bymany national and international authorities. Rail transportation
relieves the overloaded road networks and is preferred based on its reduced environ-
mental impact. An important driver to increase the attractiveness of the railway system
is to establishmore efficient train handling processes in existing railway terminals. Rel-
evant terminals are traditional shuntingyards,where railcars are rearranged to trains via
a system of switches and shunting tracks, and intermodal terminals, where containers
are exchanged between trains and trucks by huge gantry cranes. In all these terminals,
multiple stakeholders (e.g., train operators, forwarding companies and terminal opera-
tors) and various equipment types (e.g., locomotives, railcars, cranes, containers) have
to be coordinated, so that the application of quantitative approaches for planning the
operations in rail terminals is highly advisable.
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This special issue is dedicated to operations research methods supporting the plan-
ning and scheduling processes in rail terminal operations. From the eleven paper
submitted to this special issue, the following three papers have been selected:

Heggen et al. (2018) consider train load planning problems in intermodal terminals
and develop a multi-objective model including several practical constraints. The prob-
lem is solved exactly by an ε-constraintmethod and heuristically by amulti-directional
local search procedure.

Jaehn et al. (2018) study the railcar retrieval problemwhere railcars having different
types must be retrieved in certain quantities from storage tracks such that shunting
costs are minimized. After presenting aMIP formulation and showing NP-hardness of
the general problem, exact polynomial-time algorithms are proposed for special cases.
Furthermore, heuristic solution approaches motivated by current real-world planning
routines are analyzed with respect to their worst-case and average performance.

Tschöke and Boysen (2018) address railway terminals in large seaports where
freight trains are to be loaded with containers by gantry cranes. Some terminals apply
multi-trailer trucks to deliver a long queue of up to a dozen containers toward a
rail terminal. The authors consider the problem where to park successive multi-trailer
trucks and how to schedule the gantry crane transferring the containers between trucks
and trains.

We thank the authors and all reviewers for contributing to this special issue.
Nils Boysen, Dirk Briskorn and Sigrid Knust, February 2018
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